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The Social Connection for Walking Together 
LESSON 1 ASSIGNMENT 

Social learning: Feels right - has purpose - is pleasurable for all! How 
do we get there with our dogs? We begin with the end in mind! 

🐾 “This is how we walk together!” 


What is your mental picture of what walking in partnership with your 
dog ideally looks like? What do you want your dog to know about how 
we walk together, as partners? Write down your thoughts…


 
1.


2.


3.


4.


5. 


6.


7.


8.


9.


10.
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Walking Partners and Personality Traits 
LESSON 2 ASSIGNMENT 

Understanding Your Dog’s Walking Preferences:  
The intersection of understanding personality types and how that 
effects walking in partnership!  

🐾  Dog's Position, relative to you, side to side: closer, further. 


Zoom in: measured distance between your leg and dog's shoulder.


In Green zone:


• Magician/Fire: loves contact and engagement, so close is good.


• Nurturer/Earth: loves contact, so close is better.


• Organizer/Metal: prefers space, so further is better.


• Sage/Water: prefers space, so even further is best.


• Explorer/Wood: prefers to be equal with you, partnered.


 What is your dog’s personality type, and Why might your dog want to be 
closer? further? Write down your thoughts: 

 

🐾  Dog's Position, front to back: a bit further forward, further back? 

Zoom in: position of dog's nose, relative to your leg, front to back.


In Green zone:


• Magician/Fire: prefers to be forward to see you better.


• Nurturer/Earth: even is good!
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• Organizer/Metal: a bit behind to better control you.


• Sage/Water: a bit behind to let you go first.


• Explorer/Wood: a bit ahead, to lead the way. 

Why might your dog want to be more forward? back? Write down your 
thoughts: 

🐾  What about walking pace? Zoom in: pace, relative to gait type.


• Flat-footed walk, one foot at a time


• Slow trot: opposite pairs in unison


• Fast trot: opposite pairs, quickly


• Slow Gallop: three beat 'run'  

• Magician/Fire: prefers a quick and lively pace


• Nurturer/Earth: prefers a slower and relaxed pace


• Organizer/Metal: prefers a moderate and steady pace


• Sage/Water: prefers a slow pace


• Explorer/Wood: prefers a faster, purposeful pace. 

What about your dog? Why might your dog prefer to have a certain pace? 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🐾  What about when a dog is NOT in Green zone: 

• Magician/Fire: if anxious, may crowd you, even trip you. Try to get in front of 
you -- to influence your choices...gets quicker, spinning in place.


• Nurturer/Earth: if worried, may get closer for comfort ... or may be reluctant 
and hang back, hoping to stop you. May stop or even lay down.


• Organizer/Metal: if anxious, will try to control the situation from more 
distance -- behind and further to the side. In front, when you are going the 
wrong way, or doing the wrong thing. Wants to go more quickly if they have a 
plan. Or more slowly if they are assessing.


• Sage/Water: when fearful, wants distance and that includes from you, when 
you are not supportive with your actions. Further to the Back and side. Wants 
to stop, or run away.


• Explorer/Wood: wants to be in front and center, taking charge of things since 
you are not. Wants to go faster, and get things taken care of immediately. 

How might you better understand your dog’s behavior, and meet their 
needs, when they are not in the green zone? Write down your thoughts:  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Walking Partners Foundation Skills 
LESSON 3 ASSIGNMENT 

PARTNERSHIP LIFESTYLE SKILLS:

• Your 3P's. Position, Posture, Presence.

• Your Foundation Dance Steps. Invite - Hold - Back.

• SCH Protocol - 95% Rule - Clarity Questions.

• Back to Grazing. When you can master this 'shake it off' and 'let it go’. 

WALKING PARTNERS DANCE SKILLS:

• Default Position. Communicating congruently and fluently... 

LEASH HANDLING AND CONNECTION SKILLS:

• With the primary goal of being connected, and in balance...

• it's helpful to have 'training wheels' that will support your journey with your 

dog so that you feel safe, feel prepared for the unexpected, be able to quickly 
recover from the unexpected.


TRUST BUILDING WALKS:

• Most important: make trustworthy decisions on when, where, and why you 

will walk your dog ... especially for the early stages of learning!!

• SCH Protocol - 95% Rule - Clarity Questions


WALK LIKE A DOG:

• Approaches: never direct, never straight on - soft and curvy, indirect.

• Position: always put yourself in between your dog and the thing that might 

make your dog uncomfortable. 

ASSESS. Next, take assessment of your skills on the following chart 
to find opportunities to level up!  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The skills that I will focus on leveling up are:  
 
1.


2.


3.


4.


5.


6. 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SKILL
√ 

MASTERED 
+ WILL 
RETAIN

√ 
DEVELOPED 

+  
CONTINUE 

TO MASTER

√ 
STARTED + 
CONTINUE 

TO 
DEVELOP

√
NEED 

TO 
START

Your 3P's. Position, Posture, 
Presence.

Your Foundation Dance Steps. 
Invite - Hold - Back.

Trust Building Walks: SCH Protocol 
- 95% Rule - Clarity Questions.

Get Back to Grazing. 

Comfortable in Default Position.

Walk Like A Dog. 



Walking Partners Dance Foundation Roadmap 
LESSON 4 ASSIGNMENT 

12 STEP WALKING PARTNERS DANCE DEVELOPMENT ROADMAP:

• Step 1: Build Your Partnership Lifestyle Foundation with your SCH Protocol, 

Balanced Life Plan, Communication and Dialog through Your Core Dance 
Steps - Invite, Hold, Back. 


• Taking turns, and hide and seek help too!

• Remember, everything begins with Love and Connection!!

• All of this continues to happen as a lifestyle, with growing mastery, 

while you move through the following steps. 

• Step 2: Intentionally create opportunities for side-by-side experiences in your 
daily life. Walking together means being comfortable being side by side, and 
facing in the same direction together. 

• Step 3: Notice when your dog is naturally walking along with you in ordinary 
life ... perfect time for love and connection!! 

• Step 4: Create 'micro' opportunities for an invitation to walk along together, 
similar to step 3, except you are more intentional, and you have a purpose - 
"let's go to the kitchen!" 

• Step 5: Sometimes, as you experience steps 3 and 4, include a leash. Never 
use the leash - simply have it attached, like a cord of connection between 
you. 

• Step 6: Include changes of movement, as you do Step 4. Walk faster, slower, 
pause, make a turn, change sides, include an invitation, then back to 
default…


• All with NO leash. 95% Rule!! Always. 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• Step 7: Create opportunities to navigate objects, in order to build your 
walking dance skills. Like ballroom dancing - now that you have the basic 
footwork, you can add in movement around the floor, and include some turns 
and choreography!


• All with NO leash.

• refer to the video of Kelly and Merle.

• can be natural things like a log, a chair, a tree, in and out of rooms/

hallways/doors ... like a mini-parcour in your house and yard!

• and you can create a small pop-up focus course to make it fun and 

interesting.

• include Step 6 moves 

• Step 8: Notice when it feels right to expand your 'dance floor' and take a 
short spin into new spaces and then back into comfortable space so it's 
barely noticed. 

• Step 9: Repeat Step 6, with a leash.

• Do not use the leash, simply have it as a connector. 

• Step 10: Repeat Step 7, with a leash.

• Do not use the leash, simply have it as a connector. 

• Step 11: Repeat Step 8, with a leash as a connector. 

• Step 12: Introduce the 'Training Wheels' part of leash walking, as you do 
Step 6, then 7, then 8 with your leash.


• Always, be as light-hearted and as light-handed and as light-footed as 
you can possibly be!!  

There you have it!! You are now walking partners!! It's a DANCE!! 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ASSESS. Next, take assessment of your skills on the following chart 
to find opportunities to level up!


SKILL
√ 

MASTERED 
+ WILL 
RETAIN

√ 
DEVELOPED 

+  
CONTINUE 

TO MASTER

√ 
STARTED + 
CONTINUE 

TO 
DEVELOP

√
NEED 

TO 
START

12 STEP WPD ROADMAP:

Step 1: Partnership lifestyle 
foundation (overall)
Step 2: Create opportunities for 
side-by-side experiences in life. 
(Besides walking)
Step 3: Notice and Loving when 
your dog is naturally/organically 
walking alongside you.
Step 4: Create micro opportunities 
to invite a walk together in life.

Step 5. Sometimes add a leash 
(without using)  when doing Step 3 
and 4.
Step 6. Adding in changes of 
movement with micro walking in 
ordinary life (speed, direction, 
dance invitation, back to default) 
Step 7. Walking partners dance 
skills - navigating objects, adding 
movement and choreography.
Step 8. Expand your dance floor by 
feel.

SKILL
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YOUR NOTES: 

• Where in this sequence flow are you currently? 


• Where does your foundation have gaps that need to be filled in? 


Step 9. Repeat step 6, but with a 
leash as a connector only.

Step 10. Repeat step 7, but with a 
leash as a connector only.

Step 11. Repeat step 8, but with a 
leash as a connector only. 

Step 12. Introduce the training 
wheels part of leash walking as you 
expand your WPD. Use your leash 
very lightly…with steps 6, then 7, 
then 8.
• Emergency Rescue when walking 
skills.

√ 
MASTERED 

+ WILL 
RETAIN

√ 
DEVELOPED 

+  
CONTINUE 

TO MASTER

√ 
STARTED + 
CONTINUE 

TO 
DEVELOP

√
NEED 

TO 
START

SKILL
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• What are your ideas for implementing? 


• What are your questions?


ADDITIONAL NOTES: 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Your Walking Partners Dance 
Level-Up Challenge 

1. OPPORTUNITIES. The foundation skills that I will primarily focus on 
leveling up in this WPD challenge are:  
 
	 1.


	 2.


	 3.


	 4.


	 5. 

2. CHALLENGE YOURSELF. Next: write your goal for how you are 
going to challenge yourself to level up with your Walking Partners 
Dance in the next 60 days. 
My Walking Partners Dance Level-Up Goal is: 
 

 

3. NAME IT AND CLAIM IT! Declare your challenge in the group.


4. LET’S DO IT!  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My Notes
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